Do you know Canada’s form of government?
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Federal Government:

*Head of State:* the representative of the Queen in Canada is the *Governor General:* Julie Payette

*Head of Government:* the current *Prime Minister* is: **Justin Trudeau**

The *Party* elected to power is: **The Liberal Party of Canada**

The *Leader of the Opposition* is: **Andrew Scheer**

The *Official Opposition* is: **The Progressive Conservative Party of Canada**

The other opposition parties and leaders are:

- **Canada's New Democratic Party (NDP)** – Jagmeet Singh
- **The Green Party of Canada** – Elizabeth May

*My Member of Parliament (MP)* in Ottawa is: **Brian May** (Liberal), MP for Cambridge

Provincial Government:

*Head of State:* the representative of the Queen for my Province is the *Lieutenant-Governor:* Elizabeth Dowdeswell

*Head of Government:* the *Premier of Ontario* is: **Doug Ford**

The *Ontario provincial party in power* is: **The Progressive Conservative Party of Ontario**

The provincial opposition parties and leaders are:

- **The Liberal Party of Ontario** – John Fraser (interim leader, after resignation of former leader Kathleen Wynne)
- **Ontario’s New Democratic Party (NDP)** – Andrea Horwath
- **The Green Party of Ontario** – Mike Schreiner

*My Member of Provincial Parliament (MPP)* in Toronto is: **Belinda Karahalios** (Progressive Conservative), MPP for Cambridge

Municipal Government:

The name of the municipality and the name of the electoral district where I live is: **Cambridge**

The head of the municipal government (*Mayor or Reeve*) is: **Kathryn McGarry**

International Governance:

The current *Secretary General* of the *United Nations* is: **António Guterres**